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Goal:  Compare credit options that are available to consumers. 
 
EXPLORE the Math 

Jayden saw the new sound system he wanted on sale for $2623.95, including taxes. He had to 
buy it on credit and had two options: 
 

• Use his new bank credit card, which has an interest rate of 14.5%, compounded daily. 
(Because this credit card is new, he has no outstanding balance from the previous 
month.) 

• Apply for the store credit card, which offers an immediate rebate of $100 on the price 
but has an interest rate of 19.3%, compounded daily. 

 
As with most credit cards, Jayden would not pay any interest if he paid off the balance before 
the due date on his first statement. However, Jayden cannot afford to do this. Both cards 
require a minimum monthly payment of 2.1% on the outstanding balance, but Jayden is 
confident that he can make regular monthly payments of $110. 
 

Which credit card is the better option for Jayden, and why? 

Bank CC      Store CC 
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A. Jayden could make smaller payments each month or he could pay a different amount 
each month, as long as each payment is at least 2.1% of the outstanding balance. Why 
would he choose to make regular payments of $110 instead? 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

B. With a partner, decide which credit card, his new bank card or the store card, would be 
the better option if the conditions were changed as described below. Provide your 
reasoning. 

 
I. The store credit card offers an immediate rebate of $200, instead  of $100.  

II. The store credit card offers an immediate rebate of $200, instead  of $100, and has 
an interest rate of 20.3%, compounded daily. 

 
III.  Jayden’s new bank credit card has an interest rate of 13.5%, instead of 14.5%, 

compounded daily.  
 

I.      II.     III. 
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HW: 2.2 p. 100 #1-4 


